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Abstract 

Using a sample of 530,000 r leptons collected by the Crystal Bait experiment 
at the e* e" storage ring DORIS II, we have searched for f decays to the n meson. 
No rj aignal is found in the inclusive analysis, r -*nX, of 1-prong decays, leading 
to the upper limits, BR(r" — I / * - I J ) < 0 . 3 % , B R ( f -• v*~IT*IJ)<0.9%, BR(7~ — 
«/ff-7r*»r'rj)<3.1?{,BR(T--n/)r"f?ij)<2.S%(95^E CL). The decayB, T~-nsr~r) and 
T~ -»i/ir~w'tj, are also not found in the exclusive analyses, while BR(T~ -*inr~n') 
= (22.7±0.9±3.0)% and BR(r" -^vn-it'ir") = (7.0±0.7± 1.4)% are meaaurcd in 
accord with the expectations. The hadronic final state, ir~r°ir°, is reconstructed 
in r decays for the first time. The results are preliminary 
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1 Introduction 
Decays of the r lepton have been well understood both experimentally [2' a n d 
theoretic ally \.Z\, estctpV for channels with a charged particle and neutral mesons. 

t It is notable that the inclusive measurements of the 1-prong branching ratio [4j 
) (86.6±0.3%) are higher than the sum of all branching ratios measured or pre

dicted for the exclusive channels belonging to this topology (<80% at 90% CL). 
Some measurements [5,6j attribute this excess to the channels involving neutral 
mesons. Because T lepton decays to the JJ meson would contribute to the 1-prong 
topology 70% of the time [7j, the existence of such decays at the few percent level 
could account for the missing 1-prong branching ratio. This is, however, not ex
pected theoretically |8 | . Nevertheless, the HRS collaboration recently claimed an 
observation of second class current decays, r~ —• VTT'IJ, with a branching ratio of 
(5.1 ±1.5)% [9|. There was also evidence for an inclusive t} signal, r -*tjX, in the 
preliminary analysis or the Crystal Ball data presented last year |10|. 

Presented here ia a final analysis of that Crystal Ball data. The rj signal found 
previously is shown to come from the non-r background. A new inclusive analysis 
sets upper limits on the TJ production in T decays. Our measurement gives the 
most stringent limits on the decays, 1 T~ —.i/*" n and r" — vn'it°f\. The inclusive 
analysis is cross-checked by exclusive analyses of the final states with one or two 
neutral mesons. Again, there is no evidence for r" — I/JT~IJ and r" -• i/jrir'r; 
decays, whereas the decays, r~ ->i/ir~jr° and r -• i/w "*•"*", are observed at th* 
expected |3] rates. Since the decays, r" —>i/jr~jr°7rc, are reconstructed for the first 
time, we describe this analysis at some length. 

The Crystal Ball detector, with good photon detection and a large sample of t 
decays, is an appropriate tool for studies of r decays to final states with ir°'s and n 's 
which very often decay to i n . The Crystal Ball detector consists of a spherical shell 
of Nal(TI) crystals, which provides good energy resolution for electromagnetically 
showering particles, AE/E - 2 .7%/v / £, over a large solid angle, 85% of 4*. 
Charged particles aTe detected in a system of proportional tube chambers, with 
charge division readout installed inside the electromagnetic calorimeter Momenta 
of charged particles are not measured as there is no magnetic field in the detector. 
A further description of the Crystal Bali detector has been published in detail 
elsewhere [ l l | . 

The data were collected at the PORJS II storage ring at DKSY in e" e" centcr-
of-mass energy range from 9.4 GeV to 10.6 GeV. Trie data sampli' used corresponds 
to an integrated luminosity of 256 pb" ' and (534 t22) 10* r leptons produced Th<i 
luminosity is measured using large angle Bhabha scattering events with acrurary 
of better than 3%. The number of r leptonn is obtained using the radiativcly 
corrected QED cross section for c*e" — f r and the measured luminosity 12 

1 In ihu piper, r 11 med Bynbolitally for tht boib chirjr.it »Ut« 
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Additional contributions to the r sample come from the T(l£) and T(2S) res
onance decays. It is calculated from the measured numbers of the resonances 
produced in our data and their leptonic branching ratios, B^. 

2 D a t a Selection 
Events c + K~ —• T" T " are selected in a 1-1-prong topology. The first T lepton decays 
to a charged prong and photons, whereas the second r decay? to an isolated charged 
prong which is not accompanied by any photons. The latter, called the "tagging 
prong," gets its main contributions From the well-known decay modes, r ~ —• ve~Pt1 

r" -*un~0^ and t~ —*UK' , which add up to almost half of all r decays. The most 
important event selection criteria are listed below: 

• Two charged tracks are found in the wire chambers with an opening angle 
of at least 00°. 

• At most, ten separated energy clusters ore detected in the calorimeter (selects 
low multiplicity events), 

• A cut on the second Fox-Wolfram moment is made [13|, H2>0,45 to select 
a jet-jet topology. 

• Large energy flow transverse to the beam directions is required \\K\, Ey>l ,5 
GeV to suppress beam-gas and two-photon events. 

• No energy cluster above 85% of the beam energy is allowed, which suppress-. 
radiative Bhabha events. 

• The total momentum vector of the neutral energy is calculated. The charged 
track closer to the neutral momentum vector is considered a tharged-ir can
didate associated with production of neutral mesons. The pseudolnvariant 
mass of the charged-* candidate and of the neutral system may not be larger 
than the r mass. This mass is obtained from calorimeter measurements. 

At t y :J point, the data selection splits into the inclusive and exclusive analyses 
which will be described separately. 

3 Inclusive Analysis of r~-*f]X 
A neutral energy cluster with a transverse energy spread in the calorimeter consis
tent with a single electromagnetic shower is classified aa a photon. In the inclusive 
analysis, a]] photons with an energy above 50 VleV arc combined into pairs in the 
search for an fj —• *n signal. Photons from the reconstructed T° decays arr not 
used in the f| search. 
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Figure 1: Inclusive distribution of two-photon invariant master in l -prongr decays. 
Sixes of Ihe expected IJ signals for S% branching ratio of various r decay modes 
are shown by the Bolid curves. 

The distribution of the invariant mass of nrT-pairs, A/ T 1 , from the selected 
events is plotted in Fig. 1. There is no peak observed at the tj mass. A shape of 
the expected n •ignal is obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation of various r 
decays to n\ It ia represented by a Gaussian, with a width of 26 MeV, modified by 
a power-law tail an the low-mass aide. A fit of the rj peak on a smooth polynomial 
background gives ( - 1 0 ± 2 3 ) rj counts. A detection efficiency strongly depends 
upon a photon multiplicity in the r decay, decreasing rapidly due to the increased 
overlap probability. This is demonstrated in Fig 1 by plotting sizes of the expected 
signals for the different r —• r/ channels, assuming a branching ratio of &%. Thus, 
we present nn upper limit for each channel independently, 

BR(r~ — I/JT T)} <0.Z% [ 95^ CL), 
BR(f-- .v«r- i r-r , ) <0,9% (95<* CL). 
D R ( T " - m ir***r,)<3.1% (95L* CL), 
BR{r- - .^ j r f j r j j <2.S% (Wi CL). 

In the efficiency calculation, the above decays have been simulated by phase space 
models. A systematic uncertainty of Z0°t in the branching ratio calculations is 
folded into the upper limits. The systematic error includes uncertainties in the 
number of r leplons produced and in the efficiency calculation. It is dominated 
by fluctuations of the Monte Carlo data 

Our evetil sample in the inclusive analysis contains unknown contamination of 
the non-r background. A subtraction of the background would only improve ihe 
upper limits, therefore, it is not necessary 

The first report on the status of our inc lusive analysis was communicated lo the 
Berkeley Conference, 1986 10 . A significant v peak was observed in the inclusive 
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A/„ distribution in the event simple hiased towards T *r" pairs. Selection criteria 
were, however, different than described here The topological constraints were 
looser, (no multiplicity cut, no cut on the angle between the charged particles, no 
cut on H2, etc). Instead, a loose electron identification cut was applied on one 
of the two charged tracks. The electron cut was designed to tag r*f events on 
r" —n/t~fr, decays, but still accepting some contiibution from charged pions in 
r" —>vn~ and r" —>vp~ decays. Luminosity was half of that used in the analysis 
described here. 

Background studies, based on the Monte Carlo simulations of -f^-processea 
and e+e~ annihilation to hadrons, show that our sample was predominantly due 
to r+r~ decays. Some distributions, such as energy distributions of "electrons,™ 
agreed with the Monte Carlo simulation of T*T" events. Therefore, the signal 
was presented as preliminary evidence for T decays to TJ. However, due to the 
incomplete background studies (see FUf. 10), the branching ratio was not calculated 
and an analyais was not published while awaiting more detailed checks. In fact, 
further investigations have shown serious inconsistencies between behavior of the 
rj signal and the Monte Carlo simulations of various r decays to TJ. Examples are 
given below. 

The distribution of the cosine of the angle between the two charged prongs, 
cos(charged,charged), is plotted in Fig. 2(a). A characteristic peak for T +r" pairs 
at back-to-back charged tracks is observed. Unfortunately, the r; signs! itself 
docs not reproduce this pattern as shown in Fig. 2(b). Crosses correspond to 
the distribution (normalized to 1) of the rj signal in the data. The background 
under the TJ peak is subtracted by fitting M^ distributions for each bin of the 
zv»s(thargtd,thaTgtd} independently. The histograms represent the distributions of 
i7*s coming from T decays simulated with various Monte Carlo models. The Monte 
Carlo signals are strongly peaked for back-to-back charged tracks, whereas the 17 
signal in the data has a flat distribution. Moreover, the events containing the 
n signal in the data have a rather high sphericity, rather than a jet-jet topology 
(Fig. 3), and seem to be associated with higher multiplicities than expected from 
the Monte Carlo simulation of r decays to 17 (Fig, 4). After more stringent topo
logical cuts (like those described in Section 2) are added to the old event selection 
the T] signal disappears completely while the detection efficiency for 1 decays to n 
decreases only by about 20%, We conclude that the rj signal observed in the old 
analysis does not stem from any of the simulated r —« r/ decays, which cover all 
relevant known possibilities. It appears, therefore, that the observed signal was 
due to a non-r decay background. 
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Figure 2: Distribution of the cosine of the angle between the two charged particles. 
All distributions are normalized to 1. 
(a) Distribution for all events used in the old inclusive analysis 
(b) Distribution for events with reconstructed TJ in the old inclusive analysis 
(points with error bars), compared to the Monte Carlo distributions of various 
T d«ays to rj (histograms) 
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Figure 3: Distribution of the event shape parameter H2 for events with recon
structed i) in the old incluaive analysis (point* with error bare), compared to the 
distribution* of the 7 signals in various Monte Carlo samples (hiatofraxns). The 
distributions are normalized to 1. 
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Figure 4: Visible multiplicity distribution for events with reconstructed tj in the 
old inclusive analysis (point* with error bars) compared to the distributions of 
various Monte Carlo samples (histograms). The distributions axe normalized to 1. 
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4 Exclusive Analyses 
In order to demonstrate our ability to correctly measure a branching ratio of r 
decaying to neutral mesons, we have performed two exclusive analyses of the final 
states with one or two neutral mesons. The previously well-measured \4\ r decays 
to the p(T70) resonance, T~ —* i/p~, p" -» TT'-K', are observed here with high 
statistics, T decayB to the ai{1270) resonance, r" ->va^, oj" - • ( 3 i ) _ , measured 
previously [4\ in the three charged pion mode, jr"ir* *~, are reconstructed here for 
the first time in the hadronk final state, ifr'**. At the stme time, final states 
with the tj meson are not observed. 

To maintain the maximal correspondence between the inclusive and the exclu
sive analyses, the selection criteria used in the inclusive analysis are applied with 
no further retuning in the exclusive analyses. The only exception is a lower cut an 
photon energy ( £ , > 20 MeV instead of > 50 MeV). The cut used in the inclusive 
search for JJ'S has to be lowered for efficient reconstruction of jf°*s which have a 
lower mass. An independent Crystal Ball Collaboration analysis of r decayn to 
neutral mesons dedicated to the optimal reconstruction of various exclusive final 
st at en has been presented elsewhere [15|. 

In the inclusive analysis, we try to reconstruct only the rj mesons and not 
the other decay products, in order to be sensitive to any possible production 
mechanism. Therefore, the number and types of the neutral energy clusters are 
not constrained to a certain pattern. In contrast, in the exclusive analysis, a final 
state is identified by reconstruction of all the particles (except the i \ of course). 
Thus, the number and type of all neutral energy clusters i& the event are denned. 

4.1 Exclusive Analysis of T~ —*I/X~h"t h" = *° or rj 
To study the decays r" H W I ' and r' —•fir'r}, events with exactly two charged 
and two neutral energy clusters are selected. The neutral energy dusters must be 
of a single photon type. The direction of the two-photon system must be within 
90° of the charged-IT direction. The invariant mass of these two photons is plotted 
in Fig. 5. A prominent ** peak due to r" - t w »' events is observed. Thrre 
is no enhancement seen at the 7 mass. To calculate the corresponding branching 
ratio (upper limit), the spectrum is fitted with the * ' (TJ) line shape on a smooth 
polynomial background. 

The fitted number of r " ->n"r j decays is 2± 12 events. This corresponds to the 
95% upper limit, BR(r" -• i/*-*/)<<).59G. A systematic error of 2056 is included. 
The decays r~ -* int'f) have been simulated with two different models, a phase 
space decay and a 0o(980) resonance production. No difference in the detection 
efficiency is observed- The upper limit obtained in the inclusive analysis is slightly 
better than the exclusive result The selection elTicicncy is lower in the exclusive 
approach because events with spurious photons, produced by interaction of the 
charged hadrans in the calorimettr, are rejected. 
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Figure 5: Two-photon invariant mass distribution in the event sample with two 
charged tracks and two photons. The expected size of the rj signal from r" —• I/JT"T; 
decays with 5% branching ratio is indicated. 

We observe 687±33 r~ —• un'ir" events, with an estimated feed-down from 
higher multiplicity T decays to TT°S of 13±3 events. This corresponds to a branch
ing ratio of (23.4±0.9±3.0)%, where the first error is statistical, and the second 
is systematic. Charged pions cannot be distinguished from charged kaons in our 
detector, thus the value given includes a contribution from t' —* vK't^" decays 
which is expected to be (0.7±0.1)%. The efficiency calculation assumes that all 
T" —^VK'T" decays proceed via production of the p resonance, which is well sup
ported by other experiments [16]. The branching ratio obtained (kaon contribution 
subtracted), BR(r~ - n / » r jr") = (22.7±0.9±3.0)%, agrees very well with the world 
average [4|, BR{r- — i/jr-**) = (22.1 ±1.1)%. 

The above result is obtained using two separated photons to reconstruct the 
7r°. When the TTC is fast enough, the two photons merge in the calorimeter and 
only one energy cluster is observed. An invariant mass of the overlapping showers 
can, nevertheless, be calculated. Here, we use a technique similar to that used in 
some caloritnetric experiments where the mass of a jet is calculated without dis
entangling the individual particles in the jet. The mass of the shower is calculated 
from its transverse energy spread in the calorimeter. Energies and directions of the 
individual photons are not disentangled. Events with two charged particles and 
only one neutral energy cluster instead of two, as described previously, have been 
selected. The shower mass squared for these neutral energy clusters is plotted in 
Fig. 6 (points with error bars). A peak at the ir° mass is observed. A second peak 
observed at zero is due to the single photon showers. The histogram corresponds 
lo the Monte Carlo simulation of ?" —• vp~ decays, where the Monte Carlo dis
tribution has been scaled to the number of expected T" —*vp~ decays in the data 
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Figure 6: Shower mass squared of the neutral energy cluster in the event sam
ple with two charged and a neutral track (points with error bars). The data 
are compared to the distribution for the Monte Carlo sample of t~ —* VQ~ de
cays (histogram). The normalization of the Monte Carlo distribution assumes 
BR(r - - . f / i - )=22 .1%. 

assuming the nominal 22.1% branching ratio. The data coincides well in shape 
and magnitude of the it" peak with the Monte Carlo distribution, demonstrating 
that T~ —» UTT ~ w* decays can be correctly measured using merged ir"s as well. The 
single-photon peak is larger in the data than expected from r —i/Tt'ir" decays 
with one photon from the T" decay missing the calorimeter. The excess comes 
from the e + e" —• (*"*>"7 background which is not suppressed by the ; wts described 
in Section 2. This kind of background can, however, be easily rejected by a cut 
on the shower mass as the it" and the single-photon peaks axe well resolved (see 
Fig. 6). 

The beat result on BR(r" —• wp~) can be obtained combining the data with 
merged and open TT°S from p decays. Such an analysis of our data, yielding the most 
precise value or the above branching ratio from a single experiment, is presented 
in Ref. (15]. 

4.2 Exclusive Analysis of r" ~*uic~nah''t h" = it0 or n 
The shower mass technique, described in the previous section, proves very useful 
in reconstruction of the higher multiplicity channels, r" -* i/v~ncx' and r~ -« 
i/7r"7r°rj. Although they can be detected with events with four separated photons, 
the detection efficiency is higher for the topology with one it" open and the other 
one merged. 
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Figure 7: Two-photon invariant D I U vs. shower mass squared of the neutral 
energy clusters in the event sample with two charged and three neutral tracks. 
Events clustering around the it" mass on the both axes come from r" —»e*~w°*" 
decays. 

Events with exactly two charged and three neutral energy clusters are selected. 
The two neutral energy clusters must resemble separated photons, and the third 
becomes a merged-** candidate. Both neutral mesons, reconstructed either from 
the two separated or merged photons, rsust have directions contained in the hemi
sphere along the charged-* direction. In addition, at least one must be closer than 
40° to the charged-* direction. These cuts suppress a feed-down from TT pairs 
with both r's decaying to p's, therefore producing events with two charged tracks 
and two *°*s. 

Th*? invariant mass of the two photons, M-,y, is plotted against the shower mass 
squared of the third neutral energy cluster (Fig, 7). Clear clustering of *°*° events 
is observed. After a cut on the shower mass, the events are projected onto the 
Af,, axis (Fig. 8). A prominent ** petk due to T" -• \>n~ jf'ir" decays is observed 
on a low background. There is no signal from r" -*»/jr_7r°r/ decays. 

There is only one event at the r\ mass in the M n l distribution (Fig, 8). It 
corresponds to the upper limit, BR(r" ->v*--n°t))<2.2% at 95% CL. 

The fit of a *° signal on a smooth background (Fig. 8) gives 150113*°*° events, 
A feed-down from double r" -• vp~ decays estimated by the Monte Carlo simula
tion is (4.2±2.1)/6 of the total sample. A feed-down from the higher multiplicity 
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Figure 8: Invariant mass of the two photons in the event sample with two charged 
and three neutral tracks after the merged if" has been identified by the shower 
mass technique. The 7r° peak corresponds to r" —n/7r'jr°jr° decays, 

r decays to TT"B. e.g., r" - H / J T Tr'ur'ff", is below 1% of all signal events. After the 
background is subtracted, a branching ratio of (7 .0±0.7± 1.4)56 U obtained 2 for 
r" —>t/x~f!'n" decays. Additional data with four separated photons only slightly 
improves the statistics of the T" —< w i:01:" averts (sec Rer. 15). 

To further check the analysis, we apply cuts on the energy deposition by the 
tagging charged prong, in an attempt to select a subsampleof r~ —ti/7i~itaiTv events 
tagged by different decay modes of the second r in the event, namely T~ —rnt'O,, 
r " —•i/fi~Pp and 7' —>tsir~. 

• The first subsample is obtained with cuts on the transverse energy deposition 
by the tagging prong designed to identify electrons, 

• The second subsample corresponds to the tagging prong which leaves a mini
mum ionizing pattern in the calorimeter, characteristic of muons and charged 
pions which do not interact in the detector. 

• All tagging prongs which do not pass either the electron or the minimum 
ionizing cuts are classified as the third category. Electrons failing stringent 
identification criteria and charged pions interacting in the Nal crystals give 
the main contributions here. 

3 The preliminary number, BR(r" -• yjT x°x°}-.{6.6±0 7±1.7)%, reported it the Interna
tional Europhysics Conference on High Enerpy Pliycics, Uppsali, Sweden, June 2S-July 1, 1987, 
Ilia changed l« (V.D-lO 7±1.4)/f afier an increase i n Monte Carlo •Llliitlcn u»ed ill the efficiency 
calculation. 
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Figure 9: Invariant mass distributions of the two photons in the event samples 
with two rharged wd three neutral tracki after the merged x° has been identified 
by the shower mass technique. The w° peakB correspond to the r" —• VK'-K'H* 

signals. 
(a) Events with the tagging prong passing the electron identification cute-
(b) Events with the tagging prong passing the minimum ionizing cut. 
(c) Events with the tagging prong failing the electron and minimum ionizing cuts. 
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There is a good ir~ir°n° signal in all three aubBamples (Fig. 9). The results 
for BR(r" -* un'T\°TI°'} obtained frotn these three statistically independent sub-
Bamples arc listed in Table 1. They agree well, showing that there is no large 
systematic error in the background subtraction and in the determination of the 
tagging efficiencies. 

Table 1: BR(r " — A/Jr~jr°jr°) obtained with different tags. The errors are statisti
cal only, where fluctuations of the experimental data and of the Monte Carlo data 
used in the efficiency calculation have been added in quadrature. Estimated con
tributions from the main r decay modes are given in percent of all tags, Remaining 
contributions comt* from the other T decays. 

t a g 
contribution from . . . BR(r~ - K / T - * V ) 

i n % t a g T~ ~>ue'D, 1 T'—'l/ii-py T" —tl/7! 
BR(r~ - K / T - * V ) 

i n % 
electron 88% 2% 2% 6.8 ± 1.5 

minimum ionizing 0% 76% 21% 6.3 ± 1 , 3 
other b0% 10% 32% 7.7 ± 2.1 

Since the momentum of the charged-ir is not measured, the invariant mass 
of the 3JT system cwinot be reconstructed. Therefore we cannot look directly 
for the oi{1270) resonance structure, which is observed in the three-charged-* 
decay mode of r [17|. However, we calculate a pseudomass of the hadronic system 
ignoring a difference between the visible and the true charged pion energy. The 
distribution of the pseudomass in the data can be compared with Monte Carlo 
simulations of T~ —* VT~I^°-K" decays proceeding via oi(1270) resonance or phase 
space production. The comparison is shown in Fig. 10. The data are clearly 
inconsistent with phase space decay and agree very well with a t(1270) resonance 
production. 

This analysis yields the 6rst reconstruction of r " —• i/jr~ff°7r° events, where 
the both X°B are identified. The feed-down from other r decays is very small 
in contrast witl: earlier attempts to measure BR(r" —*yfi~it°n°) indirectly, i.e., 
without 7rD identification. Results for the B R ( r ' - • vn'ir"*0) from indirect mea
surements [5,18,19j are inconsistent among themselves. Our direct measurement 
provides a value in between these indirect results. 

The obtained branching ratio for r " -^wx-rf*' decays, (7.0±0.7± ].<*)%, agrees 
very well with the measured branching ratio for r" -» ^jr~7T+fl-~, (6.6i0.6)% [4]. 
In fact, this is expected [3j from iuospin symmetry and ai(1270) dominance of the 
3TT production established by the 3-prong data [17|. 
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Figure 10: The pseudoinvariant mue of the *~*°*" ayatem in the reconstructed 
T~ ~^un~jr"r' events (roll points). 
(a) Compared to the distribution of the Monte Carlo events with the invariant 
thrte-pion mas* generated according to the phase space (open points). 
(b) Couipared to the dbtribution of the Monte Carlo events with tha invariant 
three-pion mass generated according to the ai(l270) resonance excitation (open 
points). 
The Monte Carlo distributions are Bcaled to the data assuming 
BR(T--^j,-»rD*0)=7,o%. 
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5 Summary and Conclusions 

We have searched for TJ production in r decays. Contrary to earlier reports [10], 
there is no evidence for such production in the inclusive analysis of 1-prong r 
decays This is confirmed for the lowest multiplicity decay modes, i~ —»*/T~IJ and 
T" —n/n'it'r), in the exclusive analyses, where we also demonstrate our ability to 
correctly measure branching ratios of the decays, r~ —•UJT~IT0 and r~ —•nr'n-"*-0. 

Our limit on the second class current decay, B R ( T ~ ^i^r"»j)<0.a% (95% CL), 
is more than an order or magnitude smaller than the branching ratio previously 
claimed. 

We also do not find any other r to i] decays. The upper limits are set, which 
imply that any r> production in r decays will not explain the unaccounted topo
logical 1-prong branching ratio of the r lepton. This has been predicted earlier on 
theoretical grounds [8]. In theory, the decay, r~ —» f jr~jr°tj, is expected to have 
the highest branching ratio among all r decays to 17 (21]. We obtain the limit on 
this decay, <0.9% (95% CL), which is well above the predicted branching ratio, 
0.2-0.3% [8,21]. 

In the exclusive analysis, we measure the r~ —• wt"*°. A branching ratio 
agrees with the earlier measurements The first reconstruction of T~ -*wn~it'n° 
events is picsented. The corresponding branching ratio agrees very wcl! with the 
expectation from r~ ~* i/x~Tr+ir~ measurements, Uospin symmetry and <ii(1270) 
dominance of the 3* production. Therefore, the anomaly in 1-prong r decays 
remains an unsolved puzzle. 
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